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ABSTRACT

Scalp electrical potentials (event related potentials –
ERPs) were measured in right-handed hearing
participants making a speeded choice to  two types
of facial image: images of speech (“oo”  or  “ee?”)
and  images of expression (“happy” or “sad?”). A
different spatial distribution of brain electrical
activity was found for the two tasks.

While the early-latency P1 potential was distributed
similarly for the two tasks, the face-sensitive N170
waveform showed task sensitivity.  The N170
showed  greater left hemisphere (LH) localization
for the speech classification task, but more bilateral,
or right hemisphere (RH) localization for the
expression classification task. The precise pattern
depended on whether a full-face (Experiment 1) or a
half-face (Experiment 2 ) was seen but was similar
for both.

The N170 has not previously been shown to be
influenced by the nature of an active decision in a
face processing task..

1. INTRODUCTION

While cortical imaging methods such as fMRI and
PET can indicate areas of brain activation in a
sustained mental task, temporal resolution by such
techniques is currently in the order of seconds, not
milliseconds.  In order to tag the time-course of a
cognitive task, on-line electrophysiological measures
are required that map the direction and speed of flow
of neural excitation across the brain.  Scalp-mounted
electrodes can pick up neural activity beneath the
scalp and the skull, and recent analytic techniques
allow reliable task-related signal analysis and
reliable source localisation.

The viability and validity of such event-related-
potential recordings has been demonstrated for face
processing [1-5; see 2 for review].  Face images
elicit a relatively early waveform, N 170. This has
been named the “face potential” because it tends to
be of shorter latency and of greater amplitude for

images of faces than images of other objects.  It can
be more sensitive to face parts - especially eyes -
than to whole faces.  Its source is in posterior
temporal regions, probably in and around the
fusiform gyrus on the inferior surface of the
temporal lobe.

Figure 1: A  typical  ERP for  a  face image,  as recorded from
one of six posterior temporal sites, distributed as shown on  each
side of the schematic head. The waveform  shows the potentials
which are discussed in this paper: (1) the positive potential P 1-
a stimulus onset potential, (2) the negative potential N 170, a
“face-specific” potential

To date, only face identification or the incidental
detection of faces among other types of display has
been investigated using scalp ERP techniques. We
were interested to explore the extent to which
different face processing tasks might generate
distinct electrophysiological signatures.

A previous behavioral lateralization study [6], using
images and tasks similar to those reported here,
showed that stilled face images induced discrete
patterns of lateralization depending whether a simple
dichotomous expression decision (“is this face
happy or sad?”) or a speech decision (“is this face
saying ‘oo’ or ‘ee’?”) was asked.  The speech-
decision task was faster when the image projected to
the right hemifield (a left-hemisphere -LH-
advantage), in contrast to the expression-matching
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task which showed no asymmetry. Our prediction,
therefore, was that for a similar speech classification
task, components of the ERP may be left-lateralized.
However ,our prediction was open concerning which
components would show lateralization.  The first
positive potential, P1, may be sensitive to visual
differences between the images, but has not been
correlated with image-specific perceptual
processing.  N170 has been described as a face
detection potential, and is expected to be elicited in
these studies. To date it has not been shown to be
sensitive to task requirements. Furthermore, in
several studies it has been shown to be, if anything,
RH lateralized.

It is quite possible that the LH localization in the
behavioral experiment [6] may occur even later than
the 100-200 msec latency of the N170.  Manual
reaction times in that study were in the range 600-
900 msec. That is, left-hemisphere lateralization for
stilled speech images could be a relatively late
phenomenon. (That is, tagged by a waveform
occurring more than 350msec after stimulus onset.)
In turn, that would suggest that seen speech could
make use of auditory processing mechanisms
located in the lateral left temporal lobe [7] only after
the processing tagged by the N170 (including
identifying a face as a face rather than anything else)
had been completed.  

Using a different neurophysiological measure, MEG,
which is especially sensitive to auditory processing
changes, the perception of an incongruent
audiovisual token was traced by a waveform
occuring 200-250 msec following presentation onset
of the heard speech token [8,9]. Could the N170 to a
still face (an ‘unnatural’ speech stimulus) also
generate a relatively early-onset specialization?

We used sensors over posterior temporal locations as
in previously reported work [1, 3,4,5] to explore the
hypothesis that N170 may lateralize as a function of
task.

2. EXPERIMENT 1
WHOLE FACE IMAGES

Figure 2: Examples of stimulus
face images for the speech (top
pair /I:/ and /u:/) and the
expression task (bottom pair “sad”
and “happy”).  Different
viewpoints and identities were
used, generating 14 different
images of each of two men. This
forced facial rather than pictorial
analysis for the simple task.

Nine right-handed subjects were investigated,
individually. The task was a simple manual choice
reaction time task, controlled from the computer
keyboard. Each subject viewed a single half-tone
facial image on the computer monitor (Figure 2) for
the decision “oo or ee”, in one block, and “happy” or
“sad,” in the other block. Each trial session
comprised 168 trials.

EEG was sampled every 4 msec throughout the
recording session. The data were truncated off-line
from 136 baseline before stimulus onset to 1664 ms
after stimulus onset.

For each subject, data were filtered off-line with a
30Hz low-pass digital elliptical filter; artefacts
(including eye movements) were eliminated;
baseline corrected and averages collected.

2.1.   Results

Data for analysis were taken from two time epochs;
for P1,  80–110 msec  post-stimulus-onset and for
N170, 112-184 ms post-stimulus-onset, over the six
posterior temporal sensors identified in previous
work.  Peak amplitude (µv) was measured for each
of these waveforms and analysed ina within-subjects
ANOVA (factor 1–task, factor 2–hemisphere). For
µv, the significant main effect of task was
moderated by hemisphere: the peak amplitude of
N170 was greater over the LH than RH for the
speech task, but was bilateral for the emotion task.
Figure 3 shows the nature of the interaction in
voltage maps for the N 170 waveform over the back
of the head.

Figure 3:  Results of Expt. 1.  P 1 and N170 voltage maps

Back-of-head voltage maps for the face expression and the
speech task. Dark areas
show greatest intensity.

There are no significant
task or laterality
differences for the P1
over these areas, but for
the N 170 waveform
(µv),  task moderates
lateralization:  while
there is  more LH
lateralization for
speech, activation for
the expression  task is
more bilateral.



3. EXPERIMENT 2
LOWER-HALF FACE IMAGES

In Experiment 1 the tasks differed slightly in
difficulty: the speech task was more error prone
(88% accuracy compared with 94% accuracy) and
slightly slower than the expression task.
Furthermore, N170 (µv) was slightly greater in the
emotion than the speech task. Emotional expression
judgments, even those as simple as in this
experiment, may make relatively greater use of the
whole face, especially the eye-region, than speech
tasks.  It has been argued [1,5] that N170  is
relatively greater for the eye-region than for other
parts of the face. Could attention to the eye region in
the expression task, or even differences in task
difficulty, account for the differences in
lateralization?

Experiment 2 used images of the lower half  of the
face only, taken from the stimuli in Experiment 1,
with seven  new right-handed subjects.  All other
conditions were as in Expt. 1.

Under these conditions, accuracy was 93-98% for all
tasks and there was no difference in choice reaction
time between the tasks (mean RT =  720 msec).

3.1. Results

Equivalent data analysis was performed to that of
Experiment 1. Figure 4 shows voltage maps
separately for  P1 and for N170 waveforms. While
P1 did not differ with task,  N170 showed task-
specific distribution. ANOVA showed that the
pattern was similar to, but more pronounced than,
that of Experiment 1, with speech localizing strongly
to the LH, emotion more bilateral.

4. WHOLE FACE AND HALF FACE
CONSIDERATIONS

4.1.    Latency

The pattern of results for  peak amplitude functions
over  the six posterior temporal sites was similar in
both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, suggesting
similar underlying processes at work. Whole-face
and half-face images however elicited different peak
latency functions;  N170 to half faces was
significantly later occurring than for whole faces.
This may reflect extra early processing required to
process the face “as-a-face” when  only parts of it
are  seen.

Figure 4  Results of Expt. 2.  P 1 and N 170 voltage maps.
Back-of-head voltage maps for the face expression  and the
speech task. P1 shows no significant  task or laterality
differences. N 170 (µv) is lateralized: there is  greater LH than
RH  activation for speech  and  more bilateral activation for  the
expression  task.

4.2 Lower Or Upper Half Face
N 170 Differences

Lower half-face images obviously support the
speech categorization task - but might expression
classification from the lower face make use of a
special purpose mechanism rather than a general
expression categorization one? Calder et al. [10]
have shown that when upper and lower-face halves
are compared, the happy/sad distinction is more
efficient from the lower-face half. Thus, both the
speech task and the emotion task are using the parts
of the face generally used for these decisions.

It has been suggested [5] that N170 is primarily an
eye-region indicator, especially useful for analysis of
social communication related to direction of gaze.
However, the present findings [see also 4] suggest
that its role may reflect communication construed
more widely to include other parts of the face. The
similar amplitude of  N170 to lower half- and whole-
face images in this study confirms this.



5. CONCLUSIONS

Over  recent years, the N170 has been shown to be a
reliable index of  face-image detection. It is of
shorter latency and greater amplitude for such
images than those of cars, trees, hands, shapes,
letters, or words [2 for review]. It can be moderated
by the way the face is shown, typically being larger
for parts of faces, especially the eyes, or for
scrambled or otherwise deviant facial images [e.g.,
1]. Such findings typically occur in the context of an
incidental face detection task. Thus, while it is
possible that they may reflect enhanced attention to
face-parts, this would have occurred out of
experimental control.  The present study, by
contrast, “set” subjects to make a speech or
expression decision and found reliable effects of
task on  the waveform. From this, we can speculate
that attention to the task can moderate activity in
extrastriate visual regions (posterior parts of the
temporal lobe).

We have shown a specific electrophysiological
signature for categorizing speech from face images
compared with categorizing facial expression.

While  P1 shows no task-specific lateralization, that
for N170 varied, depending  whether a speech or an
expression judgment was required. The failure to
find task-specific localization for the P1 component
suggests that  the stimulus quality of the images was
similar in the two tasks: earlier wave-form
components reflect visual rather than perceptual task
differences.

LH localization for categorizing speech in facial
images was also reported in the previous behavioral
study which formed the basis for this study.

That experiment also generated reaction times
similar to those reported here,  though with different
facial images [6].  We cannot exclude the possibility
that there may be a  late-lateralized component in
speech-reading in addition to the early component
shown here, with a source in more lateral temporal
sites including auditory cortex [7].

At this stage we can only speculate whether the
precise sites within posterior temporal (visual)
cortex for generating the “lipspeech” potential and
the “expression” potential are identical.
Furthermore, we are not yet certain whether half-
face images have the same sources as whole-face
images (and compare figures 4 and 3).

Puce et al. [1,4,5] have suggested that still face
images have a source in inferior temporal regions
(including fusiform gyrus], while moving face
images activate a more lateral source in superior
temporal regions - including those identified by
fMRI [4, 7, 11, 12].  

The extent to which still and moving faces, when
speaking or expressing emotion, may depend on
localized, lateralized processors remains open for
investigation.
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